
Notes from PPG Meeting  on 2 Oct at the Helsby Community Centre

Present:    FT, JD, JC, BR, LB, MW,  BG
Apologies:   JH,   PC

FT said a new member was joining the group, Amanda Lamb,  who works at Mcr University so 
couldn’t be present at the mtg.    
He also pointed out that following discussion with BY, it was agreed that legitimate expenses will be 
reimbursed by the Practice and added that the workshop planned for 24th October had been 
cancelled although the PPG Chairman’s  mtg in the morning would still go ahead.      To keep costs 
down, BY had also agreed to photocopying documents for the Group and would send on Minutes etc 
to Group members not on email.

Turning to the CQC document under discussion,   FT said the Practice had conducted 2 patient 
surveys in recent years and another was due, which the PPG could help with. 

Referring to the part in CQC doc ref Charity Commission,  FT explained that funds could be made 
available through the Charity Commission for PPG groups to tackle big issues.
Discussing the Core Values listed,   agreed generally with content if not the headings, i.e. Not public 
face of Practice,   and Not educational role,  more ‘informative’ role.        Suggested maybe a 
representative of the Practice could go into community, maybe schools,   WI etc to highlight 
services, etc.   

BR stated that previous issues had highlighted:
1. Treatment/care
2. Attitude of staff
3. Poor communication
4. Waiting times for results 
5. Lack of information
6. Failure to diagnose a condition

Discussing the telephone message on the Practice phone,  she pointed out that it seemed quite 
negative – so bad start - whereas a good initial attitude is positive,   and sets the scene.   And she 
also felt that whoever finally answered the phone could start with ...’May I ask what is the problem’ 
rather than ... ‘what’s up with you’   or similar.

Group decided that whilst issues 1 and 6 were not within our jurisdiction,    2 -5 were issues we 
could address for example:
Issue 2:  all staff should wear name badges,  and large enough to read - shows accountability?   Did 
reception staff undergo training and if so,  was there regular assessment?   
Issue 3:  This related to info coming from the Practice, eg. Changes which affected patients etc.  Plus 
feedback from patients back to Practice.   Would be useful if we could act as a conduit,  getting such 
info out into the community,  and vice versa,   FT said the Chairman’s email would be a useful tool.
Prime need is to get the PPG known,   helping with survey a good way,  going to mother/baby clinics,  
toddlers groups where parents gather, Practice website, link to HPC website,   Elton PC too?   notice 
boards,  Helsby News  - with names and telephone numbers,  etc.      Approaching parents could also 
be good way to recruit younger members?
Ref the Practice website,   would be more practical for member of Group to have access to PPG page 
to add info etc.  Also, PPG must be included in the Practice booklet.
Also suggested another issue to tackle would be opening/surgery times.



It is important for the Practice staff to know who we are, maybe a teatime get together eg??    Then 
if we wanted to discuss some issue, we would all know each other.       Maybe PPGgroup 
photograph?
NB . We need to establish the prime and preferred means of communicating with Practice. 
Also,  noted that in this initial stage of ‘sorting ourselves out’, and possibly other such meetings,  no 

need for Practice staff  be present, though useful to have BY’s contribution at the end of the mtg. 
4.  Waiting Times ...  more use of email/texting.     Sometimes have to wait for couple of weeks for 
results.
5.  Lack of info:   overlaps a bit with communication issue but felt that announcement over Elton 
surgery times was not handled well,    not much info to back up changes.     Urge BY to speed up the 
finalisation of new website.

During general discussion,   JC asked should we have a Constitution.    FT replied he had a draft 
constitution which could be used.    

In conclusion,   resolved that top priorities were:  adopt a constitution, identify and decide on what 
we would do and how we intend to do it.  

Action points:

∑ FT to chat with opposite number on Frodsham PPG,   but members stressed for info only as 
we would do things our way.   

∑ JC to put together a draft constitution,  and JC also volunteered to act as Group Secretary;   
BG to forward to him full list of members names, emails and contact numbers.    

∑ FT to contact Ms Lamb reference next meeting which will be Wednesday 13 November at 
2pm and BY to be invited to attend for first 15 minutes or so  (rather than at the end).    

∑ JD mentioned a recent article he had seen about drugs for patients, and will report back at 
next mtg.

∑ Confirming next meeting which will be Wednesday 13 November at 2pm in the Helsby CC.
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